
The Best-Kept Secrets of Fantasy Art Card
Collecting Revealed!

Are you a fan of the fantastical and the extraordinary? Do you yearn for the
enchanting worlds, magical creatures, and epic battles that only fantasy art can
offer? If so, then you're in for a treat! In this article, we are about to take you on
an exhilarating journey into the captivating universe of fantasy art card collecting.
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Unveiling the Allure of Fantasy Art Cards

Fantasy art cards, also known as trading cards, are a unique form of artwork that
combines the imagination of artists, the excitement of collecting, and the thrill of
discovery. These portable pieces of art often feature stunning illustrations of
mystical beings, legendary heroes, and awe-inspiring landscapes.
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Unlike traditional paintings or sculptures, fantasy art cards offer a more
accessible and affordable way to own pieces of fantastic art. Their small size
allows collectors to build extensive collections without the need for vast display
spaces. Every card tells a story, making it a gateway to the fantastical realms
depicted within.

Whether you're an avid collector or a curious beginner, we have gathered some
secret tips and tricks to help you navigate the realm of fantasy art card collecting
like a seasoned adventurer.

1. Research, Research, Research!
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Before embarking on your journey into the realm of fantasy art card collecting,
educate yourself about the different artists, card series, and themes available.
Immerse yourself in the intricate details of each series and the unique artistry of
every card. By understanding what sets each collection apart, you can make
informed decisions on which cards to target.

Pro Tip: Join online forums and communities dedicated to fantasy art card
collecting. Engage with fellow collectors, share insights, and learn from their
experiences. They can be a valuable source of information and provide
recommendations on rare or sought-after cards.

2. Seek Out Limited Editions and Promotional Cards

One of the most thrilling aspects of fantasy art cards is the existence of limited
editions and promotional cards. These exclusive pieces are often highly sought-
after by collectors due to their rarity and uniqueness. Keeping a close eye on
conventions, artist signings, and online auctions can lead you to discover these
hidden treasures.

Pro Tip: Follow your favorite fantasy artists on social media platforms such as
Instagram and Twitter. Many artists offer exclusive promotional cards, limited
edition prints, or even chances to commission personalized fantasy art cards.

3. Establish a Network of Artistic Allies

Building connections within the fantasy art community can open doors to a
plethora of opportunities. Attend conventions, workshops, and galleries to meet
artists, fellow collectors, and industry professionals. By establishing a network of
allies, you may gain access to insider information on upcoming releases, events,
and collaborative projects.



Pro Tip: Initiate conversations with artists whose work you admire. Compliment
their work, share your passion, and show genuine enthusiasm for their creations.
This could lead to exclusive collaborations or opportunities to purchase one-of-a-
kind art cards directly from the artist.

4. Preserve, Display, and Protect

To keep your precious fantasy art cards safe and pristine, invest in proper storage
and protection. Acid-free card sleeves and albums with archival-quality pages will
protect cards from yellowing, fading, or damage from dust and handling. Display
your favorite cards in frames or shadow boxes to add a touch of magic to your
living space.

Pro Tip: Keep backup copies of your collection in a separate location to safeguard
against unforeseen accidents or events. Digital scans or photographs of your
cards can serve as a visual catalog in case of loss or damage.

5. The Thrill of Trading

Fantasy art card collecting is never complete without the thrill of trading. Engage
with other collectors to exchange duplicates or cards that no longer align with
your collection's focus. Trading can help you acquire missing pieces while
creating connections with fellow enthusiasts who share your passion for fantasy
art.

Pro Tip: Attend trading events, both in-person and online, to maximize your
trading potential. Organize your collection and keep a list of cards you wish to
trade or cards you need to complete a set. Clear communication ensures a
seamless trading experience.

Unlock the Magic of Fantasy Art Card Collecting



In , fantasy art card collecting is a hidden world full of enchantment and
excitement. Through research, networking, and a dash of adventure, you can
grow your collection and immerse yourself in the breathtaking realms of fantasy
art. So take the plunge into this captivating universe and embark on a journey
that will ignite your imagination and awaken the collector within.

Remember, the secrets of fantasy art card collecting are waiting to be discovered
by you!
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Do you love fantasy, science fiction, and horror art, but can’t afford (or don’t have
the space for) prints or originals? Maybe you have a passion for collecting, but
sports card sets just aren’t your thing.

Then perhaps the all-but-unknown area of fantasy art cards is for you. There are
over 200 different card sets, with such famous names as Frank Frazetta and
Boris Vallejo; and even one dedicated to the grandfather of fantasy art, Maxfield
Parrish.
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Because so few people are aware they even exist, fantasy art cards are an
inexpensive hobby to start, or even complete, a collection.

This guide will give you the ins-and-outs of fantasy art card collection, from how
to get started, to how and where to find the best deals, and closing with a
comprehensive and complete list of all the available sets from the two major
publishers of these cards.

So get your D-ring binders, 9-pocket pages, and top loaders with penny sleeves,
and let’s get started!

About the Expert:
Steven Yoder is a published author, entrepreneur, business owner, and avid
fantasy art card collector. He has turned his hobby of collecting art cards into a
full-time business on eBay selling them under the trade name paperdragons, and
has become one of the most recognized authorities in the world for this niche. He
is considered to specifically be an expert in the identification of genuine
autograph cards from Friedlander Publishing Group, and has contributed
extensively to Jeff Allender’s House of Checklists with additions and corrections
regarding these and other, fantasy art cards. Steven lives in Arkansas with his
wife, cats, and over 400,000 fantasy art trading cards.

HowExpert publishes quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday
experts.
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